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ABSTRACT 

This research concerned the design,   construction and evalua- 

tion of a laboratory model of a wide-band filter matched to a seven- 

pulse code.    A modified link structure with two grid lines provided 

for both positive and negative coefficients.    The grid and plate lines, 

designed for maximally flat delay,   were constructed by cascading 

constant-resistance all-pass networks,  based on the unbalanced 

lattice.    The measured ratio of central to side peaks was about 

80 percent of the theoretical value. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

The idea of a matched filter originated in studies of maximizing 

the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a receiver.    It has been 
1  2 

shown        that if a wave form   f(t)   consisting of a signal   s(t)   plus 

white noise   n(t)   is passed through a filter whose impulse response 

h(t)   is the time inverse of the signal   s(t) ,   the ratio of peak signal 

to    rms   noise is maximized.    A matched filter has an impulse re- 

sponse of   h(t)   = s(-t-t-T) .    The matched filter output has the best pos- 

sible ratio of peak signal/rms noise = R.    This ratio   R   is propor- 

tional to the energy of the signal   s(t)   and the power density of the 

noise   n(t) .    It does not depend on the shape of the wave form   s(t) . 

In many applications,  the system used to generate   s(t)   is 

peak  power-limited.    The amplitude of   s(t)   is limited to some maxi- 

mum which,   for convenience,   is normalized to one.    In this case,   the 

energy of   s(t)   may be increased by lengthening the pulse   s(t) . 

Figure la shows a pulse   s(t)   of   1-v   amplitude and   1-sec 

duration appearing across a    1-ohm   load resistor.    A rectangular pulse 

is used because it contains the maximum energy when the generator 

is peak power-limited.    The energy contained in   s(t)   is equal to its 

area of   1 watt-second -   1 joule.    The matched filter for this   fi(i)   has 

an impulse response h.(t) =  s(-t + l)   (see Figure  lb).    The output   g(t) 

is simply   s.(t)   convolved with   h.(t) ,   i.e. 

GO 

g(t)    = j S(T)   hjlt-TUT , (1) 

-oo 

as shown in Figure 1c . 
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FIGURE  1      Example of Matched Filter,    a) Input 
Signal,     b)  Impulse Response,     c) Output-Signal. 



If the energy of   s.(t)    is increased to   7 joules   by lengthening 

the pulse to   7-sec   duration,   the peak output voltage is also increased 

by a factor of seven (Tigure 2).    While the peak of the output signal is 

increased by lengthening    s(t) ,   the duration of the output signal is 

also increased.    It is not as easy to determine when the peak of   s7(t) 

occurs.    In other words,   resolution with   s,(t)   is better than with 

87(t) 

Pulse-coding    offers a method for changing the shape of   s(t) 

so that its energy may be increased while  retaining the desired resolu- 

tion (Figure  3).    The peak of the output signal    g7{t)    in Figure  3 is the 

same as   g7(t)   (Figure 2),   but the output is the same width as   gj(t) 

(Figure 1). 

Networks which produce signals like   s7(t)    (generators) and 

have an impulse response like    h7(t)    (matched filters) have been con- 

structed    using tapped delay-lines and resistor-summing networks 

(Figure 4).    The signal at the    m       tap of the delay line is   a    h(t - nT) , 

where   a        is the gain or weight  associated with the    m        tap,    h(t) 

is the impulse response of the prefilter or pulse - shaping network, 

and    T   is the delay between taps on the delay line.     The output of the 

coded-pulse generator is 

n 

Sl(t) /     amh   (t "mT) <2) 
m^O 

4 
It has been shown     for a symmetrical   h(t) ,   that if the input 

signal is fed into the other end of the tapped delay line through an 
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FIGURE Z      Fffect  of Increasing Signal  Energy. 
a)  Input  Signal,     b)  Impulse  Response,     c) Output  Signal 
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FIGURE  3      Effect ol Coding the Signal,    a) Coded Input 
Signal,     b)  Impulse  Response,    c) Output Signal. 
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a) 

UNIT IMPULSE 

h(t-T)   h(t-2T)   Mf-mr)   h[t*(n-l)t] h(t-nr) 
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FIGURE 4      a)  Idealized Coded-Pulse Generator,    b)  Matched 
Filter for  Signal Generated bv Coded-Pulse Generator of   a). 
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identical prefilter,   the same network used to generate the coded pulse 

may be used as a matched filter. 

The possibility of lengthening and coding a pulse-like signal to 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio leads one to believe that there is no 

limit to the improvement ir peak-signal-to—rms-noise ratio which may 

be obtained.    Theoretically,   the improvement is proportional to the 

square root of   n ,   where    n   is the ratio of duration of the coied pulse 

to that of the original pulse.     In practice,   there are several factors 

which limit the improvement which may be obtained.    In order to 

determine the influence of these physical limitations on the performanc e 

of coded-pulse generators and matched filters,   a laboratory model of 

a seven-stage,   wide-band signal generator and matched filter was 

constructed and evaluated. 

7- 



II.    THEOREVICAL DISCUSSION 

A.    CHOICE OF  NETWORK STRUCTURE 

One approach to the design of signal generators and matched 

filters is to use a tapped-delay line and a summing device,   as shown 

in Figure 4a.    The output of the signal generator is the weighted sum 

of delayed replicas of b't)   given by 

s4(t)   =      )   a     h4(t-mT) 1 /ml 
m^Ö 

where h Jt)    is the prefilter impulse response. 

A filter which is matched to this coded-pulse generator may be 

constructed in the same manner using a tapped-delay line and summing 

network to give an output: 

n 

sz(t)       l_j
h

m
hz(i-mT)     ■ 

There is a useful  relation between the weights of the matched 

filter and the weights of the signal generator.     If the impulse response 

of the prefilter used in the matched filter   h-^t)    is  related to that of 

the prefilter used in the signal  generator by 

h2(t)    -    h^-t + T) 

and the relation between the weights is given by 

b     = a m        n-m 

■8- 



the impulse response of the matched filter will be 

n 

82(t)    =     /    an.m hl('t + T + mT)       ' (3) 

m^t) 

which satisfies the matched filter condition that   s,(t)      s.(-t + Tn) 

where the delay   T- = mr + T . 

These relations show how the same delay line,   weights,   and 

summing network used to generate a coded pulse may also be used as 

a filter matched to this coded pulse.    Since   hJt) = h. (-t + T), the 

prefilter impulse response should be symmetrical.    The expression 

relating the weights   (b      = a        )      leads to the arrangement of Fic- 
m        n-m 0 0 

ure 4b,  where the coded pulse is fed into the other end of the tapped- 

delay line. 

4   5 The link structure   '     offers an ingenious method of combining 

the operations of delay and summation (Figure 5).    The geometry of 

the link structure allows wide-band operation by minimizing the effect 

of unavoidable stray capacitance.    The stray capacitance is considered 

as part of the network in the synthesis procedure. 

In order to simplify the explanation of the link structure,   several 

assumptions of symmetry are made.     These simplifying assumptions 

are by no means necessary.    In fact,   a much improved network resulted 

when one of these assumptions was  relaxed,   as will be reported later 

in this paper. 

One of the assumptions made to simplify explanation is as fol- 

lows:   Each of the three-port networks represented as blocks in Figure 5 



OUTPUT    LINE 

PREFILTER-^ «NPUT   LINE 
FIGURE  V     ! ink Structure. 

"POSITIVE" GRID LINE 

LINE 

PREFILTER 
NNEGATIVE    GRID   LINE 

FIGURE b      Schussler's Structure 
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is assumed to be symmetrical with identical voltage transfer ratios: 

T12 ' T21   and   T13 = T23 z T31 z T13 

For the link structure to behave as the tapped delay-line 

structure described,   the   m        signal path should consist of a weight 

a    and of a delay of   mT .    The actual transfer function of the   m 
m 

path in Figure 5 is given by 

<T12'm     T13     am      T31      (T^'rn ,4, 

If   T. -   had no effect on the signal,     T^ =  T.  =   1,   and if   T.?    rep re 

-sT/ Z 
sented an ideal delay of   T/Z ,   (T.,  =   T,.   -  e ),   then the effect 

of the   m       signal path on the output of the prefilter   h(t)   would be 

given by 

-srnT 
a     e ; (5) 

m v   ' 

and the link structure would have the same behavior as the tapped- 

delay line and summing network,   i. e. 

n 

8(t)   =    \     am h(t-mT) 

m = 0 

In this design of a wide-band link structure,   vacuum tubes were 

used to irrvplement the weights or coefficients   a In accordance 

with the use of vacuum tubes,   a new terminology is introduced for the 

description of the various elements of the link structure      The input 

line of Figure  5 is referred to as the    "grid line, "    and the output line 

11 



is referred to as the    Mpla*e line. "   The individual weights or gains 

are determined by the transconductance of the tube and the impedance 

level of the plate line,    a    T,.   - c       Z,.    , . r m    31      6m       31/Z 

In general ,   as suggested in Figure 4,   some weights will be 

positive and some will be negative.    The negative weights can   be 

easily realized by a single wide-band vacuum-tube circuit.    However, 

the implementation of a positive weight leads to a cascade of two- 

vacuum tubes and the familiar problems in wide-band cascade ampli- 

fiers (principally the gain-bandwidth limitation).    In order to avoid 

the use of positive weights and the attendant bandwidth limitations, 

Schussler suggested the use of two grid lines,   as shown in Figure 6. 

In Figure 6,   the grid line preceded by an .Inverter 'eads to a 

positive output signal and is therefore referred to as the positive grid 

line.     The line connected directly to the prefilter leads to a negative 

output and is referred to as the negative grid line.    A new notation is 

used to describe the transfer functions of the various blocks in Fig- 

ure 6:    T  .-,    represents the voltage transfer ratio of Ll.e grid-line 

sections;    T   .-,,   the voltage transfer ratio of the plate-line sections; p\c. 

Z   -, . ,   the transfer impedance ratio for the plate line.     It is assumed 
p 31 

that all grid-line sections are identical and symmetrical   (T   .-, - T   >.) 

It is also assumed that all plate-line sections are identical and sym- 

metrical,   although not necessarily the same as the grid-line sections. 

In order to determine how the individual elements of Figure   6 

should be designed,   an expression for the transfer function in terms 

of the individual elements is compared with the desired over-all 

12- 
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transfer function.    The   k       signal path has a transfer function given by 

H0<8'   (Tgl2
,8,)k   Tgi3(s»    -*m Zp3."' (Wf 

The desired transfer function for the   k       signal path is 

H(8)   |T(s)jk   ak      . (6) 

where    (T(s)|    =    [e       j      represents a delay of   kT ,H(8)   determines 

the shape of the individual pulse,   and   a,     represents the weight or 

coefficient associated with the    k       path. 

A comparison of expressions (3) and (4) shov» s how the indivi- 

dual elements could be designed to give the desired over-all transfer 

function.     The delay operation may be associated with the grid- and 

plate-line sections: 

T(s)   =   Tgl2(s)   Tpl2(s)   =    e-sT        . (7) 

This expression implies that the grid and plate sections should have 

the characteristics of all-pass delay-line sections.     In order to better 

compare the elements determining the weight or gain,   the term 

-g    Z   ,i(s)    may be considered as    -g    (R/Z)T ,^8) ,   where   R   repre- 

sents the resistance level of the plate line,   (R/2)T' ^ *(*)    represents 

the transfer impedance   Z   -,As) ,   and   -g    (R/2)   becomes associated r p31 m 

with the weight   a,     in Expression (4) .    Thus,   the gain through the 

k       path is determined .     *he transconductance of the    k       tube and 

the impedance level of the plate bne.     The remaining terms determine 

13 



the shape of the pulse, 

H0(S)   Tgl3(s)    Tp31(s) H{S) (8) 

Expression (8) shows that the individual pulse shape is determined 

not only by the prefilter,   but also by the delay line (plate and grid 

lines).    As mentioned in the introduction,   the design of the delay line 

is dependent upon the shape of the prefilter output,   specifically the 

width or duration of the pulse.     Since the  effect of the delay line on 

the pulse shape cannot be determined by a:.y simple analytic means, 

an iterative procedure using both analog and digital computers was 

used to determine a good design for the prefilter. 

B.    DESIGN  OF  THE  PREFILTER 

The prefilter has the major influence on the shape of the indi- 

vidual pulse.     Expression (8) shows that the delay line also affects the 

shape of the pulse.     For the delay lines considered in this case,   the 

poles of   T   . ,    and    T   , .    were spaced away from the poles of the r gl3 p31 r 7 r 

prefilter (Figure 7),   indicating that the effect of the delay line was 

slight and that perhaps the poles of the prefilter could be changed 

slightly to compensate for the distortion caused by    T    . ,    and    T   -.. ■ 

7 
Schiissler    has discussed the problem of the choice of the prefilter 

and has shown that if   hJt),   the impulse  response of the prefilter,   is 

symmetrical (either an even or an odd function of time),   the same 

prefilter may be used for both the signal  generator and the matched 

1 A. 
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FIGURE 7.     Relative Locations of Poles 
for Prefilter and Delay Line. 

FIGURE 8.    Impulse Response of Sch'ussler's Filter. 
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filter:      hp(t)      ± h.(t) The prefiltcr used in this design is a  slightly 

modified version of a filter presented in another of Schussler's papers. 

It will be  referred to as ichussler's  filter  for the  remainder of this 

paper      This filter has  5 poles,   Z zeros,    1  percent overshoot for its 

impulse  response,   and a frequency stop-band transmission of    1  per 

cent or    -40 db .     It was chosen as a  good compromise between simpli- 

city demanded by wide-band operation and the complexity required to 

closely approximate the rectangular pulse.     As shown in Figure 8, 

the impulse  response of this filter comes close to being an even func- 

tion of time. 

Once the prefilter was chosen,   the next step was to slightly 

modify the elements to compensate for the effect of the delay line on 

pulse shape.     In the iterative procedure used,   the prefilter and the 

delay line were  set up on an analog computer using one potentiometer 

for each element of the prefilter (see Figure 9)-    First,   the computer 

settings were determined assuming no interaction between the delay 

line and the prefilter.     As expected,   the  resulting pulse was widened 

by the effect of the delay line.     Next,   time-scaling the parameters of 

the delay line,   the width of the pulse at half-amplitude and the delay 

were adjusted to be the same      The final  step in this procedure was 

to slightly change the  setting of the potentiometer     representing the 

final inductor in the prefilter,   to compensate for the distortion of 

pulse shape (mostly increased overshoot) which resulted from the 

effect of the delay line.    The sot of potentiometer readings was then 

used to calculate by digital computer the new transfer function for the 

i A_ 
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prefilter.     The results of this computer method are  shown in Figures 

10 and  11.    The normalized transfer function of the prefilter before 

modification was 

E2      _     0. 88sZ ^  1  
El 3b.Zs5 + 51.9s4  +  5b.0s3 +  33.5s2 +   lZ.3s  + I 

After changing potentiometer No.   6   from   0.757    to    0.900,   the  re- 

sulting modified transfer function was 

E2 0.88 s^  +  1 .  (ln) 

^1 36.2s5 + 48.9s4-f5b0s3 + 33.5s2t  1Z.3S + Z 

The frequency responses both of the original prefilter and of the modi- 

fied prefilter are shown in Figure  \l. 

C.    DESIGN  OF  GRID  AND   PLATE   LINES 

The transfer functions of the sections of the grid and plate 

lines  should approximate    e  '     .     Each section of the  line should delay 

the individual pulse without distortion.     Since there is no convenient 

method of designing delay-line  sections for a  specified behavior  in 

the time domain,   the following discussion considers the frequency 

response of the delay line. 

The delay of a  network is proportional  to the  slope of the phase 

angle versus frequency plot,   or the phase slope.      The requirement 

that the network delay a wide-band signal without distortion leads to 

18 



SECONDS 

FIGURE  10.     Effect of Delay Line on Prefilter Output 

SECONDS 

FIGURE  11.     Effect of Modification to Reduce Overshoot 
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the requirement that the network provide the same delay for a wide 

range of frequencies.    This,   in turn,   means that the phase slope 

should be constant,  which requirement leads to the choice of a 

"linear-phase"   network.    Since,   for this particular application,  the 

low-frequency delay appeared to be most important,   a network which 

provides the minimum error in delay at low frequencies was chosen. 

The delay-line section design was based on the Bessel polynomials. 

Figure  13 shows how the error in delay is zero at the origin and grad- 

ually increases with frequency for a Bessel delay line. 

The combination of one section of grid line and one section 

of plate line should provide a total delay of   T .    For convenience, 

the plate and grid lines were at first designed to be identical,   each 

with a delay of   T/2 .     This is the procedure when the link structure 

is used as a wide-band amplifier.   It was decided to use constant- 

resistance networks for the individual sections of the delay line so that 

the transfer function of the entire line would simply be the product of 

the individual transfer functions.     The input impedance of a constant- 

resistance network when terminated in its characteristic  resistance 

is simply the characteristic   resistance.     Therefore,   this terminated 

constant - resi stance network may itself be used to terminate a simi- 

lar network. 

g 
The use of a balanced lattice network    provides a convenient 

synthesis procedure for constant - resistance all-pass networks.     Fig- 

ure  14 shows a balanced lattice network terminated in one ohm      If 

Z   Z,        1 ,   the  input impedance of the lattict   will be one ohm      This 
ab 

-Zl 
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constant-resistance  lattice then has a transfer function given by 

E   (s) [-ZJ*) 
Tu(s)      E^T       T7Z7I7 (11) 

The individual impedances    Z      and   Z.     may be determnu-d from the 
ab7 

transfe" function,   as  shown: 

1 -T4Z(s) 
za(s)   rrfj?i 

1 +T12(s) 

Zb(^       l-Tlz(s) (1^) 

For a  second-ordt-r all-pass  network,   the desired transfer function is 

Z 
-ais+an 

(13) 
£,(5) 

T12(S)   -    ET^T 
P(-s) 

s    - a , s + a- 

s    + a , s + an 

Thus, 

Z   (s) 

2 Z 
s    +a,s+ar.-s    f a ■ s - a » 

s    +a,s-fa, + s    -a.s + an 

alS 

s    + a 
0 

and 

„    .   . 1 al al zb(s)     r-^y      — +   ^:S 
ci U 

(14) 

These  individual  impedances  may be  realized by  lossless networks 

consisting of one  inductor and one capacitor, as  shown in Figure   15; 

Z   (s) 
1 ,L (c) 

SL> + 
sL 

LC+ 1 

-(-) 

Z2- 
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HH 
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e        L 

O 
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0o-gi 
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Z   (s) —    +    sL 
b sc d^) 

The balanced    LC    lattice incorporating this    Z      and    Z,     is  shown in r * a b 

Figure   15.     The lattice  in this form presents  several practical diffi- 

culties,   such as the lack of a cormnon ground terminal  for input and 

output.     A more practical unbalanced form of the  lattice is  shown in 

Figure   16       This unbalanced  lattice also presents a major problem in 

construction,   especially at high frequencies,   in that the coupled coils 

are quite difficult to construct       However,   the following discussion 

shows  that couplt'd coils are necessary when the transfer function 

designed from Bessel polynomials is required to have the flat delay 

characteristic of Figure  13. 

The coupled coils are  shown in Figure  17, the open-circuit 

impedance parameters  for this network are 

11 
ZU sL 

1Z 
skL 

The    T    network in Figure   18  has the same open-circuit  impedance 

parameters , 

z, , z-, (l-k)sL + ksL sL 
11 <-«- 

ZU tikL 

and is therefore equivalent to the pair of coupled coils.     This    T    net- 

work of three inductors with no coupling may be  realized if   k    is 

non-negative.     However,   the coupling coefficient cannot be no.i-nega- 

tive because of the following  relations between the coefficients of the 
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Where 

m        a. oj   , m' a. 

l 
n a     - u        ,        n' -Zw 

the phase slope is given by 

I     ,        I 
a   a.   -aw   + <ia .OJ 

cj>'(w) -Z     z   2 ^  1 2        4 (18) 
a   oj     + a_   - ^a«1^     + w 

At the origin,   the delay is given by 

4,!m     -2-V^    z  ^r1   ■   or   T(0)     T1
   • (19) 

(0)
 a^ a0 a0 

For a constant delay,   at least near   UJ      0 ,   the phase slope should be 

of the form 

^'M -^       [F(U))] , (20) 

where    F(OJ)    is approxuiiatel y    1    for small    w .     Since 

r (w) 
a0 + \ai-Zaojw   +l 

the  relation   a«      a. -2a«    will make 

F(u)  ^—^    —    1 (21) 

1 +   "1 T 
a0  .  a0u. 

for   small   w 
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The use of the Bessel polynomial approximation for maximally 

flat delay thus requires that   a 
1 

3af. .     The coupling coefficient is 

ao-ai 

ao + ai 

-   a 

1 I 
T   +al 

or 

I 
' 3 

3 

•0  5 (2Z) 

These relations show that the coupling coefficient must be negative, 

I 
as long as    a.   > a«    and.   in fact,   must be equal to minus one-hall 

when the Bessel polynomial approximation to linear phase is used in 

connection with a  second-order  network      The  requirement for a 

coupling coefficient of one-half causes difficulties,   especially at high 

frequencies and for the plate  line       As mentioned earlier,   the gain for 

an individual signal path depends on the transconductance of the vacuum 

tube and the impedance  level of the plate line        Thus,    it is desirable 

to have a high plate-line impedance      However, high impedance implies 

large inductance and small capacitance values       Large,   closely coupled 

coils lead to large values of stray capacitance.     Therefore,   it is 

desirable to consider a different plate line which does not require such 

close coupling of coils. 

If the assumption of identical grid and plate sections is aban- 

doned,   a plate line with smaller coupling may be synthesized.    One 
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drawback,   however,   uf notndentical  grid and plate sections  is that the 

structure may not be used as an ordinary wide-band amplifier. 

The development of the nomdentical delay sections begins 

by realizing that the only requirement is that the combination repre- 

sented by   T   , ,T   ,.    be a good delay line, the individual sections 

represented by    T    . ,    and   T   ,.    need not be      Instead of considering 

the cascade as two second-order networks,   the combination is con- 

sidered as one fourth-order network in two parts,   or sections.     While 

neither section by itself is a good,   all-pnss delay line,   the combination, 

based on a fourth-order Bessel polynomial,   has much less error in 

delay than the cascade of two networks based on second-order poly- 

nomials (Figure   13).     This improvement is obtained with no increase 

in network complexity.     Both lines still consist of two coupled coils 

and two capacitors 

The over-all transfer function provided by the combination 

should be of the all-pass form, 

4 3 Z 
s     - ajS     + a,s     - a.s   + an 

s     -fa-jS     +a,s     f a . s  + a n 

with a pole-zero plot,   as shown in Figure   19.     The over-all transfer 

function    T(s)    may be written as the product of two second-order 

polynomials: 

s     - a 
(^4) 

19 



GRID LINE 

FIGURE  19.     Fourth-Order  Pole- 
Zero  Plot for Bessel  Polynomial. 

The polynomial with superscript    1    is  represented by the poles and 

zeros  enclosed within the dashed lines  in Figure   19.   and the  poly- 

nomial with superscript    L    is  represented by the otht-r two poles and 

thf two zeros,   which have their major influence at higher frequencit-s 

As  shown below,   polynomial    I    requires a coupling coetficient  less 

.ban one-half,   and therefore  may be used  in the plate line at a  higher 

impedance  level  than that  permitted bv the   identical   second-order 

grid and plate lines which were first considered.     The polynomial     1 , 

when used to synthesize the grid line,    reduces  the loading effect  ul 
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the grid line on the prefilter,   as described in the  section on design 

and construction.     The coupling coefficients  required when a fourth- 

order Bessel polynomial is used as a basis for the combined transft-r 

function of two second-order networks may be derived from 

T(s) 

I        (1) (1) s     - a    's  f a' 

s     + ax   's  + a' 

s     - a       s   + a' 

"2 ;    (2)    "    (2) 
S        +   a i       s    +   dn 

\ 

which may be written as 

T(s) Tjfs) T,(s) (25) 

where    T,(s)    is  represented by the poles and zeros nearest the origin 

in Figure   19. 

I 
For    T,(s) ,   the coefficients are related by   a. ^ ^an ' 

therefore. 

1 X   7 
a0 'al a0' 3  /aQ L.l 

I an + 3.7a„ 4.7 
a- + a. 0 0 

k -0.575 (2t.) 

fore: 

For    T(s) ,   the coefficients are  related by   a' 

a0 '   1   7a0 
a0 ;   1.7a0 

k    -    -0.26 

0. 7 

1. 7a- ,   there 

(27) 
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III.     DESIGN  AND  CONSTRUCTION 

This  section begins with the design of the prefilter,   grid and 

plate  lines,   and gain elements, then concludes with a description of the 

layout and construction of the entire matched filter 

The design of the networks must take into account the physical 

properties of the elements used in construction.     The stray capacitance 

shunting inductors,   the  inductance of interconnecting leads,   the  shunt 

capacitance across load resistors,   etc.    - all must be considered 

Impedance and frequency scaling must also be used to trade gam for 

distortion-free operation.     The arrangement of components on the 

chassis must be carefully considered to prevent unwanted coupling of 

circuits; shielding may be necessary; power leads must be bypassed. 

A.    DESIGN  OF   PREFILTER 

A fifth-order ladder filter,   with an impulse response which is 

approximately an even function of time,   was chosen for a prefilter. 

The filter,   with element values normalized for a one-ohm impedance 

level and a cutoff radian frequency of one,   was taken from a paper by 

9 SchuEsler    and is  shown in Fi,. ire ZOa.     The parameters were adjusted 

in several steps to  give the values used to construct the prefilter used 

in the    50 MC/ s    matched filter.     The  pulse width of the Schüssler 

filter with a cutoff frequency   w   of one is    T       ZTTM ,   where    T    is 

measured between the    1-per cent    amplitude points,   and where    M , 
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■ i mt'a.sure ol tune ^ wiciwulih product,   rquaLs   (w, ^TT)!" .    Sinct-    T, I 

is thr delay pt-r  srctiun ol the ^rid .nul plalf lint's,   the prefilter is 

nunnahzed tu  ^ive a    l-avc    pulse width,    thus  requiring a     l-scc 

delay.     The capacitors and inductors are  multiplied hy    1   TTM    to give 

the filter shown in Figure ZOb. 

The next parameter adjustment was the  result of the analog- 

computer  simulation described m section  II.     The final  inductor was 

made smaller  to compensatf for tht- effect of   T   . ,Z    ...     To allow r g U   p 3 1 

for widening of the pulse as  it passed through the  seven sections of 

delay line,   the elements were scaled to give a    1.8-sec    nulse widlii. 

The resulting filter  is showr; in Figure 10c. 

The elements were again fr equenc y-scaled to agree with '!   ■ 

ZO-ns      delay of the actual matched-filter lines.     The impedance leve^ 

was also  raised to    ZOO ohms,   so that the  filler could be terminated 

directly with the    ZOO-ohm    grid line.     This network is  shown in Fig- 

- 8 
ure ZOd,   where the capacitors have been multiplied by    ?  x  10      , ZOO 

-1Z -8 
100 x  10 and the inductors have been multiplied by   400 x   10 

4 x 10 Measurement of the stray capacitance across the prefilter 

load showed that the  specified  10.8  pf   of Figure ZOd was exceeded by 

itray capacitance.     This forced the use of a lower impedance grid 

line and prefilter.     The prefilter finally used had a    100-ohm    imped- 

ance level with twice the allowable   shunt capacitance across the  load, 

as shown in Figure  ZOe 
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B.    DESIGN OF  GRID  AND   PLATE   LINES 

As discussed in section II,   it was decided to use a fourth-order 

Bessel  polynomial as a basis for the design of the  grid and plate  sec- 

tions       The normalized Bessel polynomial for a delay of one second is 

ß(s)      s4+ 10s3-t-45s'i + 105s + 105 (28) 

As in section II,   this polynomial is written as the  product of two sec- 

ond-order polynomials; 

ß(s)       T1(s)T2(s)      (s2 + 5.79Z4s * 9.1401HsZ+ 4,Z076s + 11.487Z)    .   (29) 

The lattice network used for the grid line was based on   T.(s),   while 

that used for the plate line was based on    T Js) .     The elements of the 

grid line were scaled to give a    100-ohm impedaiu e level and an over- 

- 12 
all delay of   Z0 ns   by multiplying the capacitors by   ZOO x 10 

and multiplying the inductors  by   2 x  10 The coupling coefficient 

is unchanged by this scaling.     The resulting    100-ohm grid-line sec - 

tion was used in the construction and is shown in Figure 21 

The elements of the plate line were scaled to give a    400-ohm 

impedance level.    It was decided that   400 ohms    is as high an imped- 

ance as is practical with the particular construction technique used. 

The stray capacitance of the coupled coils is about    2 pf ,   which is the 

same order as the shunt capacitance specified for a    400-ohm    imped- 

ance level.    In fact,   even   400 ohms    was too high for the plate section 

originally considered,   which  required a coupling coefficient of one- 

half,   since the stray capacitance increased as the coils were brought 
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eloser together to give more coupling      The  resulting   400-ühm    platf- 

line  section used in construction is shown in figure It. 

C.    DESIGN  OF   GAIN   ELEMENTS OR   WEIGHTS 

As mentioned earlier,   vacuum tubes are used as the gain ele- 

ments.    The ideal active element would have an equivalent circuit 

which is a controlled current source with no stray capacitance as 

shown in Figure Z 3a .     A  vacuum tube with the equivalent circuit, 

shown in Figure  23b ,   approximates the ideal element.     The two  stray 

capacitances   C        and   C     ,    may be taken into account as part of the r in out 

grid and plate sections (Figure Z4).     The grid to plate capacitance 

C       ,   however,   cannot be taken into account and should therefore be as 
gP 

small as possible.     The best tube should have  reasonably small values 

for    C.    and   C     „ ,   but should have a very small   C      , therefore,   a 
in out ' gp 

pentode is suggested for this  application.     Since the gain coefficient 

a,     depends on    ß        (a.        e    R) ,   a high-e        pentode is desirable.     The 
k v 6m    x   k      &m B     6m    r 

6DK6   tube was selected because of its high    y        combined with low 6      fem 

interelectrode capacitance.    The parameters of the   6DKb   tube are 

as follows: 

E,     =    125v       , C 6. 3 pf      . 
b in r 

E   ,        125v       , C =    1.9 pf      . g2 out r 

L 12ma       . C =    0.025pf 
b RP r 

R.      -    50 ohms       , a ^    10, 000 ^mho (30) 
k m n 
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In urder to adjust the gain 01 the amplifier,   a variable  resistur was 

provided to vary the operating point of the tube (Figure  <i4). 

D.    CONSTRUCTION 

The aim in developing the layout was to separate the biasing 

circuitry from the  signal-car rying circuitry.     The tubes,   bias  resis- 

tors,   filament  leads,   and power  leads are all underneath the chassis. 

In order to prevent coupling between stages,   the bias  leads are all 

bypassed to the chassis with short  leads on the bypass capacitors 

Above the chassis,   the two grid lines   run along the edges while the 

plate line runs down the center.     The axes of the grid and plate coils 

are perpendicular 10 each other in order to minimize magnetic  coupling 

The leads connecting the sections of grid and plate line together were 

made as short as possible to minimize the lead inductance      At the 

same time,   care was taken to keep the coils as far apart as possible 

to minimize magnetic coupling.     The coils were also spaced away from 

the chassis to minimize stray capacitance to ground.   Two tube  sockets 

were provided for each section in order to provide a convenient means 

of changing the coefficients    a,   . 

The  signal appearing at the    k      section of plate line is given by 

E g+ .  R     e^   +   g' ,   R     e.' (31) 
p ^mk k        &mk k x 

The symbol    g     .     represents the transconductance of the tube associated 7 ^mk r 

with the positive grid line,   while    g     .      represents the transconductance 
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ol  the other tube connecting the negative  grid line to the plate  line. 

Similarly,     e,     and    e       represent tue  signals at the    k        taps on the 

positive and negative  grid  lues,   respectively.     Normally      e,      is 

4 

simply the negative of    e,   ,   and tue expression  for    E      may be  simpli- 
K p 

fied to read 

!mk  ' ^mk 
R (32) 

In this manner the coefficient   a,     may be  set to any value becween 

ia     , R    and    -g     , R This  method of obtaining  variable coefficients 
*mk ^mk ^ 

appears eisier to implement .it high t requeue les tnan that proposed 

K       n fK        10 
by uanapathy 

With the code chosen,   only one tube per  section was used.     The 

other tube socket was  provided with a dumm^   plug tu simulate the tube 

interelectrode capacitances  so th.it it was  not  necessary to  readjust 

the network parameters when the code was changed 

Standard-composiiion resistors,   disk ceramic and feedthrough- 

type bypass capac  tors,   and slug-tuned adjustable capacitors wer»' used. 

A^  .'irst,   standard methods of coil construction were tried.     These 

standard methods could not produce coupled coils wiU   small  enough 

values of stray capacitance.     A novel  method ot  spiral winding was 

used to give close coupling with small values of stray capacitance 

The flat coils were made by a photores istant etching process 

The coupling was adjusted by changing the spacing between the 

two etched boards.     The two main advantages of using these etched 

coils were:    1) Once the first coil had been constructed,   it could be 
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easily copied to provide all the coils needed fur the  fourteen identical 

sections constructed.     Z) All copies of the original  coil   were  identical 

(This advantage of ensuring idenpcal coupled coils for each  section 

was very valuable when the problem of tuning was considered. ) 

The prefilter coils were constructed in the  standard solenoidal 

form since a shunt capacitance was  required anyway tor one coil,   and 

the otner coil,   because of its  small value,   could be wound with a small 

value of stray capacitance. 

E.     TUNING  AND  ADJUSTMENTS 

This  section describes the methods used to adjust the com- 

ponents to the values determined in the previous  section on design and 

construction.     The general  procedure  followed was to first adjust 

the elements  to their  specified values  individually,   and  f1 "n to make 

final adjustments after the elements were mounted on the chassis 

The  second  step in this procedure,   the  m-circuit adjustment,   was 

necessary because of stray capacitance and  inductance  which could 

not be easily measured. 

The prefilter was the easiest part ot the matched filter to 

adjust.     The coils were set to the calculated values  using the    RX 

meter.     The capacitors weve  set witn the capacitance bridge.     The 

elements were assembled,   a    Z-ns    pulse was applied,   and the output 

pulse was observed on a Hewlett   Packard Model   1H5B    .sampling scop« 

The only adjustment  required was to compensate for the shunt 
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capacitance across the output rf the prefilter by slightly decreasing 

the value of the final trimmer capacitor. 

The tuning of the grid and plate lines proved to be a more diffi- 

cult task.     Four adjustments were necessary for each of the twenty- 

one sections,   which meant that   84 parameters,   all of which inter- 

acted,   determined the response of the delay lines      To obtain the cor- 

rect setting of the capacitors,   the stray capacitance associated with 

the lube and socket were measured.     Tlie trimmers were then set on 

the capacitance bridge  so that the combination of stray and trimmer 

capacitance was equal to the calculated   value.     The capacitors across 

the coupled coils were also set to less than the calculated values in 

order to compensate for the unavoidable  stray capacitance.     In fact, 

for the plate line,   no additional capacitors were required across  the 

plate-line coils. 

The coils were Ihe most troublesome elements to adjust.     It 

was important that the  inductance and coupling be as calculated.     It 

was even more important that all of the cascaded constant - resistance 

sections have identical coils      Fortunately,   the method of etching the 

flat coilsensured that they were identical.     For the flat coils,   the 

coupling was determined by the spacing between a id alignment of the 

coil boards.     It was  found that coupling is qu;te sensitive to alignment. 

The    T    equivalent circuit of Figure  18 can be used to explain the method 

of adjusting the coupling of the coils.     First,   the inductance of the 

individual coil was checked      The total inductance to be expected with 

the coils coupled is  given by      LT,       <i( 1 - k) L .     Since the coupling 
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coefficient is negative,  the total inductance of the two coils when coupled 

is greater than twice the individual inductance.    After all of the forty- 

two pairs of coils were adjusted in this manner,   they were carefully 

mounted on the chassis and connected together. 

Two methods of in-circuit tuning were used.    First,   the resonant 

frequencies were set to the values calculated below using a grid-dip 

meter.    Finally,   the trimmers were adjusted for the desired pulse 

shape. 

The following method of tuning,   based on resonant frequency 

measurements,  allowed the stray elements to be considered as part 

of the network (which they certainly are).    Consider the balanced 

lattice used as a basis for the design of the delay line shown in Fig- 

ure 25.    The resonant frequencies to be considered are given by: 

£o = V 2.^^07  = S = zvjqr^ = ^ '       <33, 

This measurement ensured that the combination of stray capacitance 

and trimmer capacitance was the value specified to resonate with the 

known values of inductance.     These two resonant frequencies could be 

measured with a grid-dip meter with only minor changes of the circuit. 

If the connection to the capacitor   2C,   was opened at   d ,   a circuit 

was obtained with a resonant frequency given by: 

t . . .   /ao (34) 
0        Zn/CjMl -k)' 2Tr\/C1L1 ' Tir 
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C I 

Ü L   =   4- -L + 'A 
a a 1 o.' 

L-kL L-kL 
k   = 

X 
X 

2C, 

a. a 
^   1 o__ 

a.        a 
.1 o - 

FIGURE 25.    Unbalanced Lattice Network. 

2 ? 

L-kL 
'2L. 
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FIGURE Z6.    Determination of   f or 
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b  a 
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=   Ka 2C. 

^l 
5, 2C, 

Va I 
'2       ZITN/L^C^        

2ir 

FIGURE 27.    Determination of   f. 
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as shown in Figure 26,    If the points   a   are connected to the points   b 

effectively short-circuiting   C 1/2 ,   a circuit results with a resonant 

frequency of 

1 1 fo 
f0   =    1 1      r      / =   T=- (35) 

ZirVCjkL' 2TTVL7C2 
l 

as shown in Figure 27.    Thus with two simple measurements,   the 

capacitance of the trimmer capacitors and the stray capacitance can 

be combined to give the specified value. 

Difficulty was encountered with this method.    It was difficult 

to obtain a zero impedance path (short) in the   50-Mc/s   range with 

this method of construction.    However,  the method of resonant fre- 

quencies did serve to provide a good setting for   C 1/2 , 

The method of adjustment which finally produced the best 

results was based on observation of the time response of the network. 

This method involves adjusting one section of the delay line at a time 

to give the specified delay without distorting the pulse.    The first step 

was to make these connections:   the previously adjusted prefilter to 

one section of the grid line,  the grid line to the corresponding tube, 

and the tube to one section of the plate line.    As shown in Figure 28, 

the grid- and plate-line sections were terminated with their charac- 

teristic resistance:    100 ohms   for the grid liqe,  and   400 ohms   for 

the plate line. 

The output of this one section of plate line was observed on the 

sampling scope.    The trimmer capacitors of the grid and plate line 
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were then adjusted to give the desired pulse shape.    Next,   a second 

section of grid line was added,  after moving the termination resistor 

from the first section to the second.    The pulse output of the one 

plate-line section was distorted by this step because the second sec- 

tion did not have exactly the constant-resistance input impedance de- 

sired.    Minor adjustment of the trimmer capacitors restored the pulse 

output to the desired shape. 

The next step was to add a second section of plate line,  moving 

the   400-ohm   termination from the first section to the second.    This 

plate section was then adjusted so that its impedance appeared as a 

400-ohm   resistance      Next,   the tube was moved from the first posi- 

tion to the second.    A plug simulating tube capacitance was inserted 

in the first socket.    The pulse output of the first section was now a 

delayed,   slightly distorted version of the prefilter output. 

The second sections of grid and plate line were given final 

adjustments to give the specified delay of   20 ns   without distortion. 

A third section of grid line was then added,   and the procedure was 

repeated until all seven sections of grid and plate line were adjusted. 

The other grid line was tuned in a similar manner. 

Finally,  all seven tubes were connected to give the desired 

code.     The output was the sum of seven replicas of the prefilter out- 

pul with various amplitudes.     The gain of each tube was then adjusted 

so that the output consisted of three positive pulses,   followed by two 

negative pulses,   followed by one positive and one negative pulse  - all 

of the same amplitude.     This seven-pulse code is shown in Figure 3. 
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IV.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The first part of the matched filter to be tested was the pre- 

filter.    A Hewlett Packard Model 185B sampling oscilloscope was used 

to observe the output of the prefilter.    The synchronizing pulse from 

the oscilloscope was used to trigger a pulse generator which provided 

pulse of   2-ns   duration.    This pulse was roughly one-tenth the dura- 

tion of the impulse response proved to be a good approximation to an 

impulse.    The prefilter was terminated with the parallel combination 

of the gridline input impedance and the input impedance of the inverting 

amplifier as shown in Figure 6.    A photograph of the prefilter output 

is given in Figure 29- 

Next,   a measurement was made to determine if the delay 

through one signal path (combined effect of one section of pi. id line 

and one section of plate line) was actually equal to one-half of the pulse 

width at half-amplitude.    When the delay was equal to half the pulse 

width,  the sum of two pulses should have had a flat top,   i.e.  no peak 

or trough should have appeared.    Figure 30 shows a multiple exposure 

which confirms that the correct relation between pulse width and delay 

was obtained.    Three exposures are shown;   the individual pulse,  the 

individual pulse delayed,  and the sunn of these two pulses. 

This multiple exposure technique was also used to show how 

three pulses add (Figure 31).    Some of the ripple at the top was caused 

by the overshoot or ringing of the individual pulses.    Another multiple 

exposure photograph (Figure 32) shows the sum of seven pulses 
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FIGURE 29.    Prefilter Output. 

FIGURE 30.    Summation of Two Pulsea. 
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combined to produce the desired code.    This figure,  while cluttered, 

is instructive.    For example,  it shows that while the combination of 

seven pulses appears to be made up of the sum of pulses with the same 

absolute value of amplitude,   the individual pulses do not all have the 

same amplitude.    Slight adjustments in gain coefficients were neces- 

sary to compensate for the overshoot of adjacent pulses. 

Figure 33 shows the output of the entire matched filter.    The 

ripple at the top of the signal could be decreased by using a slightly 

wider prefilter output pulse.    The ringing at the end of the signal is 

the sum of the overshoot of all seven pulses.     This problem of ringing, 

which was caused mostly by the impossibility of taking into account all 

stray effects,   is a major limitation in the design of wide-band struc- 

tures to produce longer codes.    Two identical matched filters were 

connected in cascade to produce a fourteen-pulse code,   as shown in 

Figure 34.    This output could have been improved slightly by more 

careful tuning. 

To show the performance of the combination of signal generator 

and matched filter,   the two identical networks were arranged as shown 

in Figure 35.    The impulse response of network I,   which is used as 

the input to network II,   is shown at the top of Figure 36.      The impulse 

response of network II,   which is simply the time reverse of the input 

to network II,   is shown at the bottom.     The output of the matched fil- 

ter (network II) has a large central peak,   as  shown in the center of Fig- 

ure  36.     The ratio of this peak to the amplitude of the ripple on either 

side should theoretically be    7:1 ,   if the prefilter output were a square 
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FIGURE 35.    Stretching,   Then Compressing Pulse. 

pulse and the delay line were ideal.    The actual  ratio attained,   as 

measured from Figure  36,   was  slightly greater than   4:1 .    The use 

of the rounded prefilter output pulse with a normalized autocorrela- 

tion function of   .7475   should theoretically give a ratio of   5.2:1       The 

further reduction in ratio of peak to ripple may be accounted for by 

the increased ripple resulting from errors in the grid and plate lines. 

Figure 37 shows the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio which 

was obtained experimentally (the output is at the top).     For the same 

rms    noise level at input and output,   the output peak should be about 

twice that of the input.     The measured improvement was less than 

expected which may be explained by the fact that the bandwidth of the 

noise generator used was only about half that of the matched tiller 

If ,i noise generator with bandwidth greater than that of the matched 
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a) Output of Signal 
Generator 

b) Output of Matched 
Filter 

c) Impulse Response of 
Matched Filter 

FIGURE 36.    Performance of Matched Filter 

FIGURE 37      Performance of Matched Filter with Noise. 
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filter were used, the noise could be considered "white" over the 

band of interest, and the signal-to-noise ratio improvement would 

be greater. 

Figure 38 compares the performance of a three-pulse code with 

that of a seven-pulse code.    For the same pulse heights (peak  power- 

limited case),  the code of   7   should give a peak output signal about 

7/3,   )r   1.5 times that for the code of 3. 

7-Pul8e Code 

3- Pulse Code 

FIGURE  38.    Comparison of the Performance 
of Matched Filters with Noise. 
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V.    CONCLUSION    AND RECOMMENDATION 

FOR FURTHER STUDY 

This research has involved the synthesis,   construction,   and 

measurement of a signal generator and matched filter      Lumped element 

networks were used in a link structure with a   50 Mc/s   bandwidth 

Measurements have shown that this particular method of construction 

may be extended to slightly higher frequencies (on the order of    100 Mc/s) 

and slightly longer codes (up to twice the length used).    However,   the 

mostly practical limitations encountered with this method prevent its 

use for the construction of networks with very large time bandwidth 

products and lead to the following suggestions for further study 

Since both theoretical problems and practical problems were 

encountered,   recommendations are made for both kinds of study.     The 

major theoretical topic  suggested tor further study is that of time- 

domain approximation      How can one design a delay line so as to 

minimize th° difference between the input signal described as    f(t)    and 

the delayed version of this  signal    f(t -  T)?    Another problem area has 

to do with the present requirement for coupled coils      Construction 

would be much easier if ladder networks could be used for the grid 

and plate lines.    How can one design a ladder network with a specified 

relation between the input function of time and    n    output time functions ? 

The practical problems suggested for study concern the method 

of construction The idea of printing u r etching the individual sections 

of grid and plate line should lead to the development of better methods 
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of producing identical sections.    Perhaps the entire network including 

capacitors could be printed or etched.    A method of reducing the sen- 

sitivity of the over-all network to the stray capacitance and inductance 

associated with individual components would be to increase the order 

or number of elements used for each section of the grid and plate 

lines.    If the sensitivity to the individual element values were re- 

duced sufficiently,   the time-consuming procedure of in-circuit tuning 

could perhaps be eliminated by careful adjustment of each element 

before assembly of the entire network. 
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